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Wisdom in the Woods

Peter Harvey, left, and Tracy Danielson of Strathclair quizz specialist Ken
Fosty on how to grow mushrooms on their farm at the March 4 Woodland
Farm Foods consultation in Brandon.

Kenora Forest Products negotiating Crown wood supply

Woodland foods the focus of rural and urban land use
More than 13thousand families own

wooded land in southern Manitoba, but
most do not know what kind of food
resources might be hidden in the trees.

“What we would really like,” said Peter
Harvey, who owns about 260 acres of
wooded lands, swamp, ravines and farm
land in Strathclair, “is for someone to come
and assess what we’ve got here.”

Harvey said his family farm, located
about 90 km northwest of Brandon, has
160 acres under cultivation, and the rest is
under management by Ducks Unlimited.
He and partner Tracy Danielson want to
take advantage of the wild food resources

By Sheilla Jones

By Ian Ross
The restart of a mothballed Kenora stud mill and a

major expansion is hinging on the final approval of a
Crown wood supply.

The Manitoba parent company of Kenora Forest
Products, Prendiville Industries, is prepared to invest
millions to modernize the shuttered operation and install
an additional sawline, pending word of receiving a wood
supply agreement from the Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources and Forestry.

Mill manager Rod McKay said negotiations are
ongoing with the ministry and he was hopeful of good
news sometime early this year.

The mill has been allotted a combined 339,000 cubic
metres of Crown fibre from various management units in
the area, including a small portion from the contentious
Whiskey Jack Forest.

Should the company get the wood, Prendiville is
proposing to also refurbish the planer mill and add
another dry kiln. McKay declined to place a number on
the company’s capital investment in the mill except to
say it was “significant”.

McKay said it will be a huge expansion project
involving construction of a massive new 340footlong
planer mill with the latest technology, with plans to make
machine stressrated lumber.

The mill has been shuttered since April 2008 when the
crash of the American housing market caused Prendiville

to close the operation and lay off 105 employees.
However, the company was able to retain, and even

increase, its Crown fibre allocation through the
provincial government’s wood supply competition with
the promise that the mill would restart once economic
conditions improved.
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The Manitoba Woodlot is published six times annually as a
service to the membership of the Woodlot Association of
Manitoba (WAM).

WAM seeks to promote an understanding of sustainable
woodlot management, increase income and employment
potential for the woodlot sector, and develop human resources
in woodlot management.

WAM represents the interests of our members within the
Canadian Federation of Woodlot Owners (CFWO). The
CFWO makes those interests known to forestry ministers at
both levels of government.

WAM is a nonprofit organization led by a volunteer Board
of Directors, which meets monthly. Our Annual General
Meeting (AGM) is held each year before the end of March
and is open to all members in good standing.
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that already exist on their property, but they don’t quite
know where to start.

Harvey and Danielson attended the Woodland Farm
Food Consultation (WFF) meeting in Brandon on March
4, 2015, to get some ideas on developing wild foods on
their farm. The WFF meetings are being held around the
province and hosted by the Woodlot
Association of Manitoba.

Mike James, WFF project coleader,
said that developing a tool for
assessing wooded lands is one of the
objectives being studied as part of the
project.

“We want to be able provide owners
of wooded land with a means of
identifying what they already have on
their lands that they could harvest, and
what they could grow by adding their
own plantings. This could include
plantings integrated into existing
wooded areas, along headlands, in
shelterbelts, or even in gardens.”

Brandon resident Marcia Wiebe, program coordinator
for Brandon’s Samaritan House Ministries' food bank,
said food production from wooded lands is not just a
rural issue.

“I look at food security through an urban lens,” said
Wiebe, who sits on the board of the Assiniboine Food
Forest Incorporated. “We are looking at permaculture,
edible landscaping, and food production for the
community.”

The Assiniboine Food Forest is a 40acre plot on the
east side of Brandon that was donated by the City of
Brandon. A charitable corporation, AFFI was formed in
2014 and is run by a volunteerbased group of nearly a
dozen community members. The objective is to develop
an “educational food forest”, which includes
rehabilitating the existing forest, incorporating the
planting of fruit trees, and developing garden plots.

Wiebe said the Assiniboine Food Forest is the city’s
first protected space, and they are already looking at
acquiring more land.

James said the WFF consultations are continuing in
April, with meetings planned in Portage la Prairie, Lac
du Bonnet and Selkirk. For meeting details, go online to
woodlotmanitoba.com/woodlandfood or see the WFF ad
in this issue.

The Woodland Farm Food Project is funded by the
Canada and Manitoba governments through Growing
Forward 2, a federalprovincialterritorial initiative.

Identifying wild food opportunities
Continued from front page

Marcia Wiebe,
Assiniboine Food
Forest, Brandon
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Rapid agricultural expansion is prevalent
throughout Manitoba. The increasing land
values, high commodity prices and the
ability for humans to significantly alter the
landscape makes this expansion possible.
But at what cost to our environment?

Natural habitats are being lost and water
quality is being impacted for shortterm
agricultural gains. However, these issues
can be mitigated if landowners are kept
engaged in environmental issues and are
encouraged and educated to manage their
land in a sustainable manner. By providing
landowners with resources and education
they can ensure that their land remains
viable for generations.

Using funding support from Environment
Canada, three organizations—Manitoba
Forestry Association (MFA), Pembina
Valley Conservation district (PVCD) and
Manitoba Habitat Heritage Corporation
(MHHC)—have partnered together to tackle this issue
and developed the Sustainable Slopes Initiative.

The Sustainable Slopes Initiative has a clear focus
on the highly erodible land which is located along the
Manitoba Escarpment in the Lake Winnipeg
watershed. This initiative is designed to conserve the
natural habitats within that area in order to preserve
their intrinsic values; such as, water quality protection
through the prevention of soil erosion and nutrient
loss. The initiative also focusses on climate change
mitigation, which will allow for the provision of
wildlife habitats and recreational values.

By planting trees, restoring natural ecosystems and
protecting vulnerable sites we can ensure that many
species will continue to thrive in their natural

environments. In return, recreational activities such as fishing,
hunting and birdwatching will continue to be enjoyed by
many throughout generations.

The initiative has set out two main goals to tackle the above
issues. The first goal is to protect the quality of surface water,
which benefits people, wildlife and aquatic species. The
second goal looks at woodlot management and sustainable use
of forest resourses along the Manitoba Escarpment.

Conservation and protection—goal one—will be achieved
by applying permanent protection via conservation
agreements on 400 acres of woodlands. Conservation
agreements are the main tool used by MHHC to work with
landowners wanting to conserve their lands while still
retaining ownership. Landowners who are interested in

Sustainable Slopes Initiative tackles escarpment erosion
By Tatiana Moroz
Manitoba Forestry Association

Continued on page 4

Clearing of slopes on the Manitoba Escarpment in Miami, Manitoba.
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conserving their land can contact MHHC to apply for the
conservation agreement.

Landowners can also benefit by having a resource
management plan (RMP) done on their property. RMPs
will be conducted by the MFA, which is responsible for
goal two of this initiative.

The MFA will implement RMPs on 1,350 acres of eased
and noneased lands. The plans will provide operational
recommendations that are based on sustainable forest
management principles and the management priorities of
the landowner. A detailed plan will outline the most
sustainable way to harvest the resources while at the same
time preserving the environmental services such as slope
stabilization and water quality protection.

The MFA estimates that a landowner with a 200acre
woodlot could, on average, harvest around 52 cords per
year, which is enough to heat a home and still net a profit
by selling the remaining firewood.

The MFA has also established a tracking system to
maintain contact with the landowners to track and
monitor their priorities. This monitoring will allow MFA
to continue to provide ongoing services to the woodlot
owners based on their longterm goals. Along with the
RMP implementation, the MFA will also be involved in

demonstrating woodlot management principles and
practices.

The Sustainable Slopes Initiative is an excellent
resource for landowners who want to manage their land in
a sustainable manner along the escarpment. The elements
of this project such as longterm habitat protection,
development of RMPs, the building of environmental
knowledge and awareness will ensure that there are
lasting environmental and social gains within the project
area.

For more information, contact:
• Manitoba Forestry Association
Tatiana Moroz and Kristen Malec, Resource Extension
Officers
(204) 4533182
Email: tmoroz@thinktrees.org and
kmalec@thinktrees.org

• Manitoba Habitat Heritage Corporation
Tom Moran, Habitat Conservation Specialist
(204) 3050276
Email: tmoran@mhhc.mb.ca

• Pembina Valley Conservation District
(204) 2423267
Email: pvcd@goinet.ca

Protecting land along Manitoba Escarpment
Continued from page 3
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WAM 2015 Member Survey
Building a picture of WAM's future

WAM AGM 2015

Building a plan for WAM’s future is a lot like putting
together a jigsaw puzzle, but with the added challenge of
not knowing what the picture will be.

The Woodlot Association of Manitoba will be
celebrating its 25th anniversary next year, and the WAM
board is undergoing a comprehensive strategic planning
review as it looks to future operations. Last fall, we
hired the Winnipeg consulting firm SL McLeod
Consulting to guide the board through the widerange
thinking needed to picture where to take the organization
as it heads into its next quartercentury.

We’ve undergone two intensive sessions to evaluate
WAM’s strengths and challenges and to consider how
best to position the organization to build on those
strengths and face those challenges.

• WAM’s greatest strength: a board that is diverse,
respectful, openminded and enthusiastic, and places a
high value on nurturing wooded lands.

• WAM’s greatest challenge: financial stability in a

time when the forestry business is struggling to recover
from the recession and governments are shrinking
support for treerelated programs.

The WAM board also places a high value on member
service, and we welcome your help to build a picture of
our future direction. Please take a few minutes of your
time to fill out this questionnaire and return it to us.
Your contribution will be greatly appreciated.

Irene de Graaf, WAM President
WAM Board of Directors, 2014/2015

NOTE: The issues addressed in the survey will be
part of a planning session at the 2015 AGM, where
there will be an opportunity for us to have a more
detailed discussion. You can bring this survey with you
to the AGM or fill one out at the meeting. Or you can
mail it as instructed. You can include your name on the
survey if you wish, but it is not a requirement. This
survey is for members only.

When: Saturday, March 28, 2015, 10 am – 2 pm
Where: Party Shack, Unique Corral, 1270 Sturgeon Ave, Winnipeg

9:30  10:00 Coffee and Registration
10:00  12:00: Business Meeting

• President's Report: Irene de Graaf
• Treasurer's Report: Allan Webb
• WAM Member Survey: Sheilla Jones

Presentations:
• Manitoba Forestry Association
• Canadian Federation of Woodlot Owners
• Manitoba Model Forest

12:00  1:00 Lunch
1:00  2:00 Presentation: Mike James, WFF

Lunch: $15.00
Register: Allan Webb, 2044678648

ajebb@mymts.net

Can Manitoba develop a wild food industry?

Register online:
woodlotmanitoba.com/events/wamagm2015
Prepay by PayPal

Wooded lands in Manitoba's agricultural zone are
rich with foods, and offer an untapped opportunity
for economic diversity. The Woodlot Association of

Manitoba (WAM) is holding consultations to evaluate
the potential for creating a sustainable woodland

foods industry.
Learn more about woodlot edibles from

Mike James, Woodland Farm Food Project

For more on the WFF Project, see
woodlotmanitoba.com/woodlandfood

AGENDA Guest Presentation:

Note: The survey on pages 68 is not included in this document.
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Part I
Birch trees for the prairies:
Cultivars and culture

Birch trees are perhaps one of the best recognized trees
in the prairie landscape. They are renowned for their
unusual, chalkwhite bark and finelybranched canopies.

In recent years, we have witnessed the introduction of
several new species of birch in the prairie region,
including Asian White Birch and Hybrid Birch.
Furthermore, the release of a number of birch cultivars
has provided landscapers with refined plants offering
predictable growth and performance. These superior trees
have been selected with a collection of unique traits and
clonally propagated through tissue culture.

In Part I on birch trees, we will discuss prairiehardy
birch selections.

Birch cultivars for the prairies
Paper Birch – Betula papyrifera
Chickadee is an upright, almost columnar selection of

Paper Birch selected in Alberta near Chickadee Creek and
introduced by Beaverlodge Nursery in 1979. It offers a
narrow, conical form with a denser canopy in summer
than the seedling Paper Birch. It has brilliant white,
peeling bark that provides yearround value in the
landscape, particularly in contrast with darkgreen
foliage. Unfortunately, Chickadee possesses limited
resistance to Bronze Birch Borer and must be maintained
stressfree in order to withstand insect attack. Mature size
is 40’ x 15’ (12m x 5m).

Prairie Dream® is a stresstolerant selection of Paper
Birch from the Killdeer Mountains of western North
Dakota. Selected by Dr. Dale Herman of North Dakota
State University (NDSU), the original tree of Prairie
Dream® has proven to be resistant to bronze birch borer
attack over 35 years of evaluation. Furthermore, this
cultivar offers valuable ornamental features including:
exceptional snowwhite bark, golden fall colour and an
upright oval shape. It should be noted that the bark colour
of Prairie Dream® turns from brown to white at a very
young age, unlike typical Paper Birch grown from seed.
Mature size is 40’ x 25’ (12m x 8m).

Asian White Birch – Betula platyphylla
Dakota Pinnacle® is an outstanding Asian White birch

cultivar from Dr. Herman’s breeding program at NDSU.
The most striking feature of this cultivar is its narrowly

pyramidal growth habit. The bark color passes through a
transitional phase from grayishorange on 3yearold
stems, orangewhite on 6yearold stems to yellowwhite
on mature trunks. The bark is slightly exfoliating when
mature. The dark green foliage is retained until late
autumn and will turn golden in long, warm autumns.
Dakota Pinnacle® is tolerant to drought and grows well
on heavy clay soils with high pH. Evaluations indicate
this cultivar has more than average tolerance to the bronze
birch borer. Mature size is 30’ x 15’ (10m x 5m).

Parkland Pillar® is a brand new selection of Asian
White Birch from Dwayne Beck of Parkland Nurseries in
Red Deer, Alberta. Introduced by Jeffries Nurseries,
Parkland Pillar® has a columnar tree form with dense,
darkgreen foliage that turns golden in late fall. At

Philip Ronald, PhD
Jeffries Nurseries

Prairie Dream Birch in fall colours.

Continued on page 11
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Tentatively, Prendiville is aiming for a September mill
restart. But if the company doesn’t get the green light on
fibre, construction won’t proceed.

David Hayhurst, director of the ministry’s operations
branch, said they’re close to reaching a supply agreement
after working with the company for more than a year on
an “alternative process” to get them wood based on
Aboriginal economic opportunities.

Legal challenges by the nearby Grassy Narrows First
Nation that resulted in last summer’s Keewatin decision
made offering Crown wood to the company through the
province’s wood supply competition a very contentious
issue.

“What we’ve been working on for the past year is
going to replace anything that we’ve done prior,” said
Hayhurst. “Basically, we’re going to wipe those (wood
supply offers) out and start fresh.”

Hayhurst said Kenora Forest Products has reached out
and made arrangements with some local Aboriginal
businesses which will form the basis for a new
allocation.

The company has an employment target for Aboriginal
people to work in the mill, has a training program, and
intends to buy wood from Aboriginal companies, if they
can provide it.

Last August, when the Kenora Forest Products and

Unifor reached a sixyear contract to prepare for the 2015
restart, included in the deal was a 30 per cent
employment target for Aboriginal participation in the
mill’s workforce.

“We’ve pretty much completed our discussions around
a proposed supply agreement,” said Hayhurst.

“Once we’ve settled on that – and we’re very close –
the Crown has to complete its Aboriginal consultation
requirements, which normally takes a couple months,
then notify SFL (Sustainable Forest Licence) holders of
the proposed amendments to support that draft supply
agreement.”

Hayhurst said this new arrangement shouldn’t impact
previous Crown wood offers made to forest product
producers elsewhere in Northern Ontario.

McKay said a small log line will be installed to make
lumber from tree tops and produce chips as a byproduct
to sell to pulp and paper producers.

“Because we’re going into a smaller log diet
(diameter), we’re going to process the whole tree. In the
past, we let all the small tops – smaller than 5 to 5.5
inches – go to the pulp mills for pulp wood.”

The details of the expansion were made public during
an open house in December.

“We wanted to show the public some of the designs and
how it may or may not impact the community because of
the size of the buildings.”

McKay is hoping to recruit a workforce of 100 with a
mix of trainees and former employees, many of whom
are working in Western Canada but still maintain homes
in town.

“Even with the open house, and not advertising, we’ve
had got lots of folks dropping off resumés.”

Winnipegbased Prendiville has three other mills in
Manitoba that make lattice products, decking, fencing,
utility poles and other wood products for the North
American home building and natural resources industry.

“We always planned on restarting,” said McKay. “We
even announced it as a temporary shutdown.”

McKay said the time off gave company officials an
opportunity to rethink the whole Kenora operation and
redesign the business.

Kenora Forest Product’s traditional markets are the
U.S. Midwest and customers as far south as Texas, along
with some Canadian sales.

The company had previously announced tentative dates
for a restart, but the market wasn’t ready for quite a few
years. Now McKay said there are plenty of queries from
customers looking to buy wood.

“We would like to be running now because the market
is good.”

Reprinted courtesy of Northern Ontario Business

• President Irene de Graaf:

president@woodlotmanitoba.com

• SecretaryTreasurer Allan Webb:

secretary@woodlotmanitoba.com

• Membership inquiries:

membership@woodlotmanitoba.com

• The Manitoba Woodlot editor:

editor@woodlotmanitoba.com

• General Inquiries:

inquiries@woodlotmanitoba.com

WAM EMAIL CONTACTS:

Prendiville aiming for September 2015 mill restart
Continued from front page
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Membership Application for 2015

__ Membership fee 2015 $30.00
__ Renewal fee 2015 $30.00

Name
Mailing Address

Email
Telephone

I am particularly interested in the following:

__ Firewood and biomass energy
__ Wildlife habitat enhancement
__ Soil and water conservation
__ Land stewardship
__ Recreation, ecotourism
__ Wood products, logging, sawmills
__ Specialty or nontraditional products

(i.e., berries, mushrooms, maple syrup)
__ Christmas trees
__ All of the above

Would you like to receive your copy of The
Manitoba Woodlot via email?
Yes __ No __

Do you require a receipt? Yes __ No __
(WAM provides receipts only upon request.)

Thank you for becoming involved and for
supporting Manitoba’s privately owned
woodlands, woodlots and family forests.

Mail to:
Woodlot Association of Manitoba
c/o Allan Webb, SecretaryTreasurer
Box 43
Stonewall, MB R0C 2Z0

You can signup online by going to
woodlotmanitoba.com/aboutus/membership.

maturity, its yellowwhite bark is a useful contrasting
feature in the winter landscape. Parkland Pillar® serves
as an ideal accent tree or summer privacy screen.
However, tightlyplanted privacy screens of this cultivar
are discouraged since root competition may contribute to
plant stress and pest pressure. Mature size is 30’ x 10’
(10m x 3m).

Hybrid Birch – Betula x
Royal Frost® is an American hybrid of ‘Crimson

Frost’ and ‘Whitespire’ that merits trial in sheltered sites
in the southern prairies. This tree combines white bark
with purplebronze foliage and an upright, pyramidal
growth habit. Unlike previous purpleleafed birch
cultivars that lacked vigour in the landscape, Royal
Frost® maintains a strong leader and shows excellent
development of stem caliper. Mature size is 30’ x 15’
(10m x 5m).

Philip Ronald is a plant breeding specialist with
Jeffries Nurseries in Portage la Prairie.

Continued from page 9

New Birch cultivars explained
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